Errata to
*ASHRAE GreenGuide, Third Edition*
January 18, 2012
Newest additions are noted in red.

Page xxii: Under Paul McGregor’s name, change “Lake Cove” to “Lane Cove”.

Page 95: The images for Figure 5-1 are incorrect. The correct images for Figure 5-1 are included below.

Page 96: The images for Figure 5-2 are incorrect. The correct image for Figure 5-1 is included on the following page.

Figure 5-1 The Hauptmann Woodward Research Laboratory Building in Buffalo, New York, optimizes daylight harvesting with distinctive architectural geometry and building form.

For online access to these errata as well as updates to other publications, visit www.ashrae.org/publicationupdates.
Page 207: In the first paragraph, third line, change “...keeps the gpm the same...” to “keeps the water flow (gpm or L/s) the same...”

Page 349: In the heading of Table 14.2, change “in. (mm)” to “in. (m)”.

Page 186: Revise next-to-last sentence on page as follows: “Paths B through E are airborne transmission paths, while A is structureborne.”

Page 337: Bottom of page, correct spelling of “design.”

Page 455: Added as definition for nonrenewables, “energy resources that have definite, although sometimes unknown, quantity limitations.”

Page 456: Corrected definition for renewables: “energy resources that can generally be freely used without net depletion or that have the potential to renew in a reasonable period of time.”